MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

The Parenteral Drug Association Italy Chapter presents

Manufacturing trend of parenterals: a glance to the future

Bari, 5th and 6th of October 2017, Hotel Parco dei Principi

Day 1, Thursday Oct., 5th: Hotel Parco dei Principi
Day 2, Friday, Oct., 6th: visit at Merck HC manufacturing capabilities

Preliminary agenda

**DAY 1**

09:00 – 10:00  Welcome coffee & registration – Sponsor table top
10:00 – 10:15  Opening remarks and introduction to the topics - Angela Molaschi – Actavis Generics Italy/Teva Company
10:15 – 10:45  Mega Trend in BioPharma - Merck KGaA TBC
10:45 – 11:15 Views on Quality System Advances and their Impact on Manufacturing of the Future
   Michele Simone, Bracco Suisse S.A.
11:15 – 11:45 Evolution of disposable assembly used in aseptic final filling – Flavio Cassani, Patheon
11:45 – 12:15 Open – Call for paper
12:15 – 12:45 Open panel discussion - Q&A
12:45 – 13:00 Sponsor technical communication (5min each)
13:00 – 14:30 Lunch Buffet + Sponsors tabletop networking -& Poster
14:30 - 15:00 State of the art of the isolator technology – Annalisa Calvano Merc Bari
15:00 - 15:30 New Product & Platform Introduction Head Massimo Mannini, GSK Vaccines
15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break & Exhibitors &-Poster
16:00 – 16:30 The journey of the isolator technologies; implications, benefits and watch out – Mauro Giusti Eli Lilly Italia
16:30 – 17:00 Approccio qualifica dei parenterali – normative – Annex11 – FDA guideline process validation - Elisabetta Matarazzo, Merck Bari
17:00 – 17:30 Open Panel discussion
18:00 – 19:00 Happy hour at Exhibitors table-Top & Poster

**DAY 2**

09:00 – 10:00  Presentation of the site and introduction of their fully automated warehouse - Andrea D’Amato Merck Bari
10:00 – 10:15  Transfer to Merck Site with a shuttle bus
10:15 – 12:15 Visit of the new isolator recently installed and the fully automated warehouse
12:15 – 12:30 Transfer back to the Hotel with a shuttle bus
12:30 - 13:00 Open panel discussion: final considerations and remarks
13:00 – 14:00 Networking lunch at exhibitor area

20:00 Networking dinner FOR PARTICIPANTS
Manufacturing trend of parenterals: a glance to the future
Bari, 5th and 6th of October 2017, Hotel Parco dei Principi

General Information

Scientific Committee
Angela Molaschi – Actavis Generics Italy/Teva Company
Giuseppe Paganini – Merck
Gabriele Peron, Stevanato
Lucia Ceresa – PDA Italy Chapter

Venue
Hotel Parco dei Principi, Viale Europa, 6, 70128 Bari, Italia e
Merck Serono site, Via delle Magnolie, 15, 70026 Modugno BA, Italia

Registration
Registration are open at our site:  http://www.pda-it.org/eventi
We could accept registration up to: September, 29th, 2017

For any problem on registration access and any registration and payment enquiry, please contact: pda@pda-it.org

Conference fee
- 300 € PDA member
- 380 € PDA NON member
- 500 € for 2 colleagues for the conference at the same time
- 750 € for 3 colleagues for the conference at the same time

Exhibition/Sponsorship Inquiries
Exhibition and Sponsorship Opportunities are available. A basic exhibition package for this event is priced 1.000 € net (table-top + 2 peoples pass for the conference) + 200 € for a 3rd peoples at the table top. For more information please contact:  pda@pda-it.org

Early bird discount: 15% of discount for confirmation received within July 31th, 2017

Payment information
Bank Transfer Beneficiary: PDA Italy Chapter, Loc. Salceto, 91- 53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
Address: Unicredit, Agenzia di Torino, Corso Vittorio Emanuele (TO)
Mandatory causal: Manufacturing trend of parenteral: + NAME and SURNAME of the participant
IBAN: IT 16 J 02008 01133 000104537332, BIC SWIFT: UNCRITM1AD3

Payment must be received or guaranteed by Purchase Order or copy of transfer details on the day before the event at the very latest and should be sent to: pda@pda-it.org

Please, note that the registration fees for institutional activities are VAT free (art. 4, 5° comma DPR 633/72), therefore we will send you a RECEIPT and not an invoice.

For latest information, please visit: www.pda-it.org